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Gerhard Bersu recovered burial mounds containing pagan burials in  The height of raiding took place in the
decade of , where there were twenty-five recorded plunders. It is used in distinction from Anglo-Saxon. With
the advancements of their ships during the ninth century, the Vikings were able to sail to Russia and some
northern parts of Europe. A literal interpretation of these medieval prose narratives about the Vikings and the
Scandinavian past is doubtful, but many specific elements remain worthy of consideration, such as the great
quantity of skaldic poetry attributed to court poets of the 10th and 11th centuries, the exposed family trees, the
self images, the ethical values, all included in these literary writings. The sources that will be used are annals,
coins, hoards, types of settlements, place-names and burials. The Vikings successfully sailed into the land we
now call Russia. Surviving examples include a clinker-built, ninth-century ship found at Gokstad that became
the first of a number of Viking ships recovered from royal burials in Norway, where the clay soil preserved
wood and iron remarkably well, and the Viking Oseberg ship discovered in a burial mound at the Oseberg
farm in Norway in , which may have been the site of a burial of a Viking queen. These alliances were fragile,
however. To seal the deal, Charles demanded that Rollo kiss his boot as an act of homage. Similar terms exist
for other areas, such as Hiberno-Norse for Ireland and Scotland. Lynn, C. Mac Niocaill, Gearoid. Now, a wide
scope of affordable commodities became available for the wider population, because buyers other than
aristocrats could make the shorter journey to Scandinavian towns and markets like Birka, Hedeby, and
Kaupang. Such conflicts lend themselves to the agent-oriented approach pursued here. Dublin: Town House, 
While displaying clear Frisian characteristics in the earliest phase, the first few decades show evidence of an
increasingly Scandinavian character of metalwork and other artefacts produced at the site. Vikings farmed rye,
barley and emmer wheat that they supplemented with nuts, fish, cattle, sheep, pigs, horses, and eggs. Their
skill in metalworking allowed them to produce fine hacksilver and jewelry, including brooches and lockets, in
addition to beautifully decorated and embellished weapons and armor. This expansion occurred during the
Medieval Warm Period. The Vikings extensive trade routes ran across Europe from Spain to the Volga. Still,
these factors are hardly unique to ninth-century Scandinavia. In the early years of Viking expansion the
primary objective was to obtain wealth and slaves. Their craftsmanship also extended to clothing, leather
working, jewelry, and carvings and the art they produced was some of the finest of the day. Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania,  In Wales, Vikings had an external political interest from Dublin, that solely
involved political alliances so any assimilation in culture was limited to elite structures. Scotland and Shetland
have been suggested as a possible origin; however, the Shetland schist is more coarsely grained than the
Caledonian whetstones discussed here Crosby and Mitchell  Some Viking bands also consisted of "berserker"
warriors during the s and s that clothed themselves in bear and wolf skins that were notorious for violence and
causing fear in all who set eyes upon them. Fingal provided basic necessities that the Vikings became
dependent on. There is archaeological evidence that Vikings reached Baghdad , the centre of the Islamic
Empire. These establishments housed vast amounts of wealth from patron donators to the Christian faith.
Archaeological evidence is more difficult to identify, unfortunately. Carpenter and K. Humans have used the
different methods of transportation since this time for a number of reasons i. Dublin only had direct influence
on Fingal, but beyond that Norse inhabitants would do dealings throughout the wider periphery zone of Viking
influence either through raids or trade. Valante, Mary. The assimilation of the nascent Scandinavian kingdoms
into the cultural mainstream of European Christendom altered the aspirations of Scandinavian rulers and of
Scandinavians able to travel overseas, and changed their relations with their neighbours. In Quoygrew, even
the house of an ordinary fisherman was built from such materials showing that Norse settlement had spread
down to even the lowest levels of society. Hoards found at Llanbedrgoch contain a mixture of weights,
hack-silver and arm-rings of Scandinavian descent, indicating that it was a crucial strategic site linking up
other bases that had been raided by the Vikings. While initial Viking conquests of England consisted of raids
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on the south for metal wealth that was reworked into decorative objects of status, the Vikings eventually began
to develop market towns and mint wealth into currencies. In the 11th century, just before they faded into
history, under the leadership of King Canate, they would establish a new Scandinavian Empire in the North
Sea that would subjugate the whole of Northern England and most of Scotland. Relationships with the Irish
Entering the ninth and tenth centuries, the Vikings were taking steps to interweave themselves further into
Irish politics. The establishment of towns caused Ireland to cease its wholly rural lifestyle, opening its
economy and society to the traffic created by the ports town to the rest of Western Europe. Frequent use led to
thinning and then breakage; thus, some of the retrieved fragments may have once been part of the same
whetstone. Situated directly in the middle of the Irish Sea between Ireland and Britain, plentiful evidence of
material remains have been uncovered.


